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‘Project Basketball’ laid the foundation for the message that every bottle of Sunlight 
Dishwashing Liquid washes 30 000 plates.  

Now, we need to deliver this message in an unforgettable way.  

Ideally, it needs to be something that they’ll talk about. Crucially, it needs to be 
something they remember at the shelf, when faced with a choice between Sunlight 
and Maq…
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RATIONALE



LET’S TURN OUR  
FUNCTIONAL CLAIM INTO  

A SIMILAR SPECTACLE.
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HOW IT WORKS

Let’s use 30 000 clean plates in different colours and 
configurations to deliver tributes to deserving recipients  
on special occasions. 

• Moms on Mother’s Day 
• Orphans on Youth Day 
• Communities on Heritage Day 
• Families on Christmas 

In essence, our functional claim (30 000 plates) should  
facilitate our brand purpose (innate generosity).



For reference only. 
Content will be tailored 
to suit our messaging.
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HOW IT WORKS

As an expression of our innate generosity, we will partner with various 
organisations in sponsoring 30 000 meals for worthy recipients. 

These meals will be served off a set of plates that are used repeatedly to achieve 
our target, i.e. 300 meals a day for 3 months.
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HOW IT WORKS

Every single plate will be washed using a single bottle of 
Sunlight Dishwashing Liquid as an extreme demonstration of the 
product’s efficacy.
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HOW IT WORKS

We will document the entire process for amplification  
through digital: 

• Facebook 
• Twitter 
• Instagram 
• YouTube 

There is also an opportunity to use the “making of”  
as additional online content.
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VIDEO STRUCTURE

1. Capture viewer’s attention 
with engaging animation.

WHICH WERE USED  
TO FEED 30 000 
DESERVING KIDS  
ON YOUTH DAY

5. Put the significance of the 
stunt into context.

2. Reveal that there’s more to each  
animation than meets the eye.

THIS MESSAGE  
WAS MADE USING  

30 000 CLEAN 
PLATES

3. Establish the number of clean 
plates used to create each message.

4. Reveal that there’s deeper  
meaning behind the plates.

6. Demonstrate the cleaning 
abilities of our product.

ALL WASHED  
WITH ONE BOTTLE 

OF SUNLIGHT

7. Land our key functional 
message. 

8. Associate the entire message with 
Sunlight’s brand positioning: “A little 

goes a long way.”
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EXTENSION

In addition to the web films, we will make simplified gif 
animations available to consumers. 

Consumers will then be empowered to create their own content in 
recognition of the special occasion, e.g. Mother’s Day,  
Youth Day etc. 

“Hey Mom! Thinking of you on this special day. Thanks for all 
that you do for us. Love you lots.” 

{Animated gif of a heart beating that morphs into a woman 
smiling.}





SUMMARY

30 000 
PLATES

WEB FILMS 
4 occasion-specific web videos  

PARTNERSHIP 
Donations to communities in need as an 

expression of our innate generosity, in 
collaboration with appropriate partners. 

PR 
Amplification of our achievements,  

both functional and emotional.
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SOCIAL CONTENT 
Behind-the-scenes and “making of”  
social content.

UGC CONTENT 
Gifs for occasion-specific  
user generated content.



THANK 
YOU 

Yusuf Khalil  
Ogilvy & Mather Durban 
031 334 5600 / 082 696 8102  
yusuf.khalil@ogilvy.co.za

mailto:yusuf.khalil@ogilvy.co.za

